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A Knowledge-Based Digital Lifecycle-Oriented Asset Optimisation
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Abstract: The digitalisation of the value chain promotes sophisticated virtual product models known as digital twins (DT) in all asset-life-cycle (ALC) phases. These models.
however, fail on representing the entire phases of asset-life-cycle (ALC), and do not allow continuous life-cycle-costing (LCC). Hence, energy efficiency and resource optimisation
across the entire circular value chain is neglected. This paper demonstrates how ALC optimisation can be achieved by incorporating all product life-cycle phases through the use
of a RAMS²-toolbox and the generation of a knowledge-based DT. The benefits of the developed model are demonstrated in a simulation, considering RAMS2 (Reliability,
Availability, Maintainability, Safety and Sustainability) and the linking of heterogeneous data, with the help of a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN).
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1

INTRODUCTION

Today digitisation and Industry 4.0 significantly
influence on management and operation of industrial
companies. Over the past years, a multitude of enabling
technologies for a digital transformation has been introduced
to the industrial context, like Digital Twin (DT), which also
raises new challenges and opportunities for asset
management [1]. An efficient use of the capital-intensive
resource of asset is becoming increasingly important,
especially in the view of rising automation and the associated
substitution of the production factor labour (human) by the
production factor asset (machine) [2-4]. In addition, the
digital transformation is bringing major changes to the
industry through rising data volumes from networked
production systems (e.g. industrial internet of things and
cyper-physical production systems) and the ability to analyse
them. These could be opportunities for qualitative growth
and shape the idea of sustainability within a company,
especially if resource consumption is reduced from an overall
economic perspective and thus environmental relief is
achieved through e.g. CO2 reduction [3]. The aim of
anchoring the concept of sustainability in the asset
management is to minimise the cost incurred over the life
cycle of an asset – life-cycle-costs (LCC). For functional
asset management, it is vital to consider the entire asset-lifecycle (ALC), starting with the planning-/development- and
ending with the disposal-phase. This holistic view enables a
reduction of asset LCC by aligning all processes and
decisions [4]. In the best case, a cooperation and continuous
data exchange between the asset manufacturer and the asset
operator exists. This is the basis for a transparent, dynamic
adjustment of maintenance strategies, optimal resource
utilisation and improved LCC with end-to-end knowledge
protection using data linked across all life-cycle phases.
This paper presents the WissensFab model and addresses
the concept and related steps for developing a lifecycleoriented asset optimisation through a knowledge-based DT.
This goal is achieved by a dynamic asset evaluation,
(Reliability,
Availability,
considering
RAMS2
Maintainability, Safety and Sustainability) and the linking of
heterogeneous data from the considered assets and their life
cycles with the help of a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN)
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to develop a DT. Furthermore, the model is validated by
means of a simulation in laboratory character with real
machine data. In the run-up to the selection of the machine
data, a criticality analysis of an asset park, which is part of
the RAMS2 toolbox was carried out by an asset operator. The
most critical assets were analysed in detail and the input data
(asset index/KPIs) were transferred to DT. The results of the
simulation from the WissensFab model are discussed in the
last section.
The paper is structured as follows: In chapter 2, a stateof-the-art analysis of the current literature in the field of DT,
DBN and asset valuation is done. In chapter 3, the
WissensFab model is presented in detail and its results are
finally discussed in chapter 4.
2

THEORETHICAL BACKGROUND

This section looks at the theoretical background around
the terms DT, DBN, asset management especially at
criticality analysis and LCC.
2.1 The Digital Twin in Life Cycle Environment
Digitisation in the value chain is one of the main driving
forces in the use of sophisticated virtual product models,
called DT at all stages of the ALC, according to "Gartner’s
Top 10 Strategic Technology Trends for 2017". DT as
initially defined by NASA is "an integrated multi-physics,
multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of a system, that uses the
best available physical models, sensor updated, feet history,
etc. to mirror the life of its flying twin" [5]. Over time, this
simulation-based understanding evolved. However, it is
ambiguously introduced in the literature. The German
Industry 4.0 platform defines a DT as the "digital
representation of a […] product […] within a single life cycle
or across different life cycles using models, information, and
data" [6]. This means that virtual models are created from
physical objects in a digital way and linked to simulate their
behaviour in real environments using data streams [8, 9].
According to Grives [7], DT is composed of three
components, the i) physical entities in the real world, ii) the
virtual models in the cyber world and iii) the connected data
TECHNICAL JOURNAL 15, 2(2021), 226-234
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linking the two worlds. Fig. 1 expands these components to
six dimensions, based on Uhlenkamp et al. [8-10]. These
identified dimensions are derived from frequent occurring
application areas.

Figure 1 The 6 dimensions of DT

The application areas of a DT range from the use in i)
product design [13] specifically in simulation [14], to ii)
production, iii) maintenance [9] and iv) networking and
communication across asset manufactures and operators
[15]. The DT used in simulating production applications
often includes data of the asset operators, material,
equipment, tools, environment, behaviour, rules and dynamic
models, derived from expert knowledge, which can be
optimised by the DT [14]. A core aspect of a DT are digital
and seamless information flows, which are an essential
aspect [16] to efficiently and effectively run through the
ALC-phases. Furthermore, the vertical data integration
across the ALC-phases, as well as horizontal integration are
necessary [17, 18].
For the design phase, the interaction between the
physical and the expected virtual world is represented in the
DT [13]. The virtual model can reflect both the designer’s
and the customer’s expectations, as well as the practical
constraints in the physical world [19]. Especially in
predictive maintenance [9], the collection of static and
dynamic machine information (e.g., master data and motion
data) plays a crucial role, however, the collection turns out to
be particularly complex. This leads to wrong results in
proven analysis models, because of the missing possibility to
combine static and dynamic machine data. This underlines
the need to combine up-to-date data and information with the
content of technical documents in dedicated analysis models
[20]. The combination of these different data sources
becomes even more important when a DT is used across the
ALC phases. In this case, data exchange between asset
manufacturer and operator is a necessity [15].
2.2 Knowledge Representation Using Dynamic Bayesian
Networks
To create a DT representing the ALC, appropriate
methods for linking those heterogeneous data and
information sources, including a temporal dimension, are
TEHNIČKI GLASNIK 15, 2(2021), 226-234

needed. In particular, to link newly extracted knowledge with
prior knowledge and documented experience to achieve a
higher degree of data integration, this is essential [9].
Knowledge-based methods are an essential part of artificial
intelligence (AI) research, which has been increasingly
integrated into production management systems in recent
years, especially in knowledge-based maintenance [21, 22].
In this context, particularly in maintenance, it is important to
combine various objectives from industrial companies'
technical, functional and economical areas [23]. Maintenance
measures that are carried out at the right time are key in
ensuring the asset’s availability, product quality, and process
efficiency in modern manufacturing systems [24, 25].
However, it is increasingly important to add a cost dimension
to these classic targets [26].
Bayesian networks (BN) are graphical methods for
knowledge representation. Their advantages to other AI
methods are the possibility of graphical visualisation, easier
traceability of cause-effect chains, as well as the possibility
of using knowledge-based inferences [27-29]. Important
steps towards the use of BN in ALC-assessment have already
been set by Dienst [27], as well as their use in knowledgebased maintenance [28]. Dynamic BN (DBN) can be created
from an object-oriented BN (OOBN) by selecting a learning
algorithm and a DBN by adding a temporal component [27].
The use of DBN for creating a DT [28] in maintenance [29]
shows the great potential of this method. The possibility of
semantic linkage and the possibility of generating knowledge
out of the represented data are particularly noteworthy. BN is
also increasingly used in product development [30] and in the
design of sustainable product lines under consideration of the
multi-life cycle [31].
2.3 Asset Valuation under Consideration of Life Cycle
Costing
Numerous holistic approaches in asset management
contribute to minimising LCC and increasing resource
efficiency in asset management. One of the best-known
approaches is the Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)
concept. The overall goal of TPM is to maximise the asset
effectiveness with respect to the entire life cycle [32].
Furthermore, the Lean Smart Maintenance (LSM)
philosophy focuses on a value-added-oriented design of
maintenance management. LSM is taking into consideration
the latest technological advancement (aka Industry 4.0), with
the goal of a resource-efficient asset management over the
entire ALC (planning, use, retirement) [33]. By optimising
LCC and downtime costs, LSM follows a dual approach to
increase efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance [34],
which are reinforced by the standards and norms ISO 55000
and DIN EN 16646. Regarding the area of sustainable
development of corporate management, there are standards
and norms such as ISO 14001 or EMAS, which are
increasingly used in companies to consider or comply with
environmental aspects.
Life cycle assessment is described by international
standards ISO 14040 and ISO 14044. Furthermore, there are
also legally required benchmarks, for example the European
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Parliament Regulation (2018/842) which sets annual climate
targets. These factors influence the company's value system,
their activities to elaborate, design and steer a sustainable
economic, environmental and social development [3].
Another methodology that has become established is RAMS
(Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety), which can
be used to prevent errors already in the planning phase of
projects. RAMS management ensures that systems are
defined, risk analyses are carried out, hazards are identified
and detailed checks and safety certificates are produced. To
perform a detailed risk analysis, the first step is to identify
critical assets to narrow the scope of consideration. There are
some methods used to identify critical assets, such as
FMECA (Failure Mode and Effects and Criticality Analysis),
ABC classification [35], risk analysis [36], Analytical
Hierarchy Process [35], fuzzy analysis, CEIM (cost-effective
maintenance measure) [37], and Weibull analysis [38].
Another example of an already existent methodology is the
criticality assessment adapted from Kinz et al. [39], which
consists of the steps of asset selection, criteria assessment,
identification of critical assets and detailed analyses for cost
and risk reduction [40, 41]. Through the implementation of
Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA), these detailed analyses
enable the consideration of environmental goals and
contribute significantly to a holistic decision-making
process. An experience-based assessment methodology
causes human errors and long decision paths due to
uncertainty of the people involved. The more important it is
to reduce the human influence and to carry out the assessment
automatically, based on quantitative criteria [42].
The methodologies currently used in literature usually
only shed light on maintenance per se and its impact on the
asset availability. Factors such as data quality, production,
company- and sustainability-related influencing factors are
disregarded, as shown in the work of Adams et al. [43],
Bharadwaj [44] and Crespo Marquez et al. [35]. Usually, two
criteria (extent of damage and probability of failure) are used
for the evaluation [45]. A holistic view of the organisation
and all influencing factors (costs, quality, sustainability, time
and flexibility) on maintenance by integrating them in the
asset evaluation is currently not existent. The need for such
an easy-to-use, quantitative, dynamic, data-based assessment
methodology has been identified in the literature, but does
not yet exist [46].
In summary, it is noted that currently:
• The experience-based assessment is in the foreground in
the literature and no standardised procedure model for
criticality assessment based on the existing data quality
and complexity of the company exists.
• Furthermore, the combination of criticality assessment
with RAMS2 (RAMS & Sustainability) methods with a
DT using DBN, is completely new.
3

WISSENSFAB MODEL

The WissensFab model fills the gap by leveraging the
benefits of DBN [47], specifically in knowledge-based
maintenance, to preserve and use existing expertise and learn
228

from experience and past events to generate new knowledge
[2]. While most data-driven maintenance strategies aim at
increasing the availability, the WissensFab model uses DBN,
extends this classic approach by a LCC dimension [48]. Due
to the ability to represent knowledge from heterogeneous
data sources, DBN can also be used for recommended
actions. This has been successfully applied in healthcare [49]
and especially in predictive maintenance of industrial
equipment and production quality management [50]. DBNs
are particularly suitable for the extraction of expert
knowledge from heterogeneous data sources. The
WissensFab model takes advantage of the semantic linkage
of heterogeneous data sources and the temporal properties of
DBN to introduce another sustainable dimension into the DT
in the course of life cycle management.

Figure 2 WissensFab Model

The overall objectives of the WissensFab model are to
build a lifecycle-oriented asset optimisation based on the
results of the criticality assessment through a knowledgebased DT (Fig. 2).
The model contains a set of instruments tailored to the
respective asset manufacturer and operator and contributes
process and product optimisation from an economic and
ecological point of view in the various life cycle phases of an
asset. Knowledge is presented transparently through
standardised processes. This leads to a reduction in downtime
costs, an increase in availability, improved product quality
through a reduction of rejects, savings in material and energy
resources, a reduction of reworking times and a reduction of
LCC through improved product development. By using a
knowledge-based DT, these savings potentials can be made
visible at an early stage and targeted measures can be taken.
The WissensFab model comprises three components:
• RAMS2-Toolbox
TECHNICAL JOURNAL 15, 2(2021), 226-234
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•
•

Innovative Knowledgebase with DBN
Digital Twin.

of RAMS2 over the entire ALC represents an innovation
beyond the current state of the art.

All three components are created and tested in
simulation, using data from industrial use cases. The
individual components are presented in the following
sections and the results are discussed at the end.
3.1 RAMS2-Toolbox
For a sustainable asset evaluation, the RAMS model is
extended by the aspect "Sustainability" (RAMS2) in order to
include environmental considerations in the criticality
evaluation. RAMS is defined in CENELEC-Norm EN50126
[51] like:
• Reliability Engineering
• Availability Engineering
• Maintainability Engineering
• Safety Engineering.
It focuses on the use of targeted, product-specific hazard,
reliability, maintainability, safety and sustainability analysis
(Fig. 3). Life cycle thinking is used to ensure minimisation of
potential hazards of humans and the environment and
maximisation of reliability and safety of products and
processes.

Figure 4 Excerpt from the RAMS2 Toolbox

The RAMS2 methods are used for criticality and weak
point analyses, based on the existing processes and data by
selected use-cases. This can ensure a holistic view of assets
through technical, economic and sustainability criteria. The
output of the criticality assessment (asset index / RPI) serves
as input for the DBN of the DT. Furthermore, in turn, the
output of the DT is fed back through iteration loops as
additional/extended input for further criticality assessments.
This makes it possible to derive control mechanisms for
decision-making and check which effects decisions have on
individual KPIs.
3.2 Identification of Most Critical Assets

Figure 3 LCC influence through RAMS

RAMS2 enables a resource and energy evaluation in the
value chain with simultaneous consideration of the LCC.
This novel approach enables a fusion of traditional metrics
with sustainable aspects, which increases the benefit of the
application for industry partners and thus creates a companywide increase of knowledge. This leads to a transformation
towards a climate-friendly, resource-efficient factory.
The RAMS2 toolbox (Fig. 4) contains various
instruments that can be selected individually for each
company. In the course of the requirement analysis, the ALC
is evaluated in terms of data quality and risk tolerance by the
cooperation of the asset manufacturer and the asset operator,
applying the RAMS2 toolbox. The performed data quality
and criticality analysis in combination with a consideration
TEHNIČKI GLASNIK 15, 2(2021), 226-234

The criticality assessment adapted from Kinz et al. [41]
is applied in combination with the HAZOP [1] approach to
identify the most critical assets. This criticality analysis
method includes four steps [49, 1]:
1) Asset selection & Criteria Selection
2) Asset evaluation
3) Creation of an asset priority portfolio
4) Detailed asset analyses.
In the first step, it is important to set limits for the
selection of assets for the asset evaluation based on the
success factors of the company. It does not make sense to
evaluate all assets in the course of the asset evaluation. The
larger the asset park, the more important it is to make a
preliminary selection on the basis of defined characteristics.
These characteristics have direct impact on the success of the
production, and in broader sense, on the company.
Furthermore, in the first step of the criticality analysis, the
preselected assets are evaluated based on the defined criteria,
which were derived from the company’s success factors. It is
229
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important to use criteria from different categories like cost,
time, quality, flexibility, sustainability and safety, which are
reflected in the different categories of the RAMS². They can
include the common time and cost-related criteria, such as
asset availability, downtime or maintenance costs, as well as
quality-related criteria such as scrap or supplier quality. For
sustainability criteria, it is useful to consider the three key
areas ecological, economic and social issues, such as
environmental pollution, pollutant emissions, the degree of
risk to operators, the location of the asset or the criterion of
health risk [14]. Tab. 1 shows some examples for criteria for
the asset analysis with the assignment to the RAMS2
categories.
RAMS2
R
A
M
S
S

Table 1 Examples for asset criteria with RAMS2
Criteria/KPIs
Product quality, material range, delivery reliability,
maintenance requirement
Availability, performance level, scrap rate
Overdue maintenance, MTTR, prevention rate,
qualification level
Lost time injury rate, occupational accidents
Resource consumption, Facility cleanliness

The asset evaluation (step 2) is an integral part of the
implementation phase of the HAZOP approach. In this step,
the preselected assets are rated based on the predefined
criteria. In the best case, this step is done automatically with
a software tool. Therefore, only quantitative criteria can be
used. If automated assessment is desired, there must be
uniform data availability at asset level and uniform data
quality. The result of the asset evaluation is the asset index
for each of the assets valued. The asset classification is
depended on the asset index. The higher the asset index, the
more critical an asset is [34].

Figure 5 Asset priority portfolio as input for DBN to reduce LCC

The results are visualised in an asset priority portfolio
(step three), in which the criticality or in more detail the
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different dimensions of the criteria (RAMS²) are compared
to the direct maintenance costs [49]. Fig. 5 shows an asset
priority portfolio, where the CNC machine was identified as
one of the most critical assets.
The fourth step is to examine the assets identified as most
critical in detail and try to adjust the maintenance strategy by
considering the defined measures for risk and cost reduction.
Therefore, each criterion is analysed in detail and the
consequences of such high-risk level are considered.
Potential as well as already occurred risks of the respective
critical asset (CNC machine in this case) are assessed at
component level according to the probability of occurrence,
the extent of damage and the potential consequences (quality,
safety, time, …), the probability of detection as well as the
effort to be expended for risk reduction with the maintenance
risk prioritisation tool. The result of the evaluation is the risk
prioritisation index (RPI), which gives a rating of how critical
the respective error is. The higher the calculated RPI, the
more important it is for this risk to implement the intended
risk reduction measure as quickly as possible. The measures
for risk reduction can be derived at component level.
The detailed cost analysis includes the division of the
costs in their cost types to identify the largest cost drivers.
Generally, for both analyses-types (risk- and cost-analyses),
measures are derived and the saving potential is considered
in the reduction of the asset index/RPI. This regular
automated system evaluation as the basis for detailed
analyses supplies input data (RPI/KPIs) for the DT.
3.3 Innovative Knowledge-Base with DBN and Digital Twin
Demonstrator
A DT for the simulation of the industrial use cases is
created from the heterogeneous data sources spanning the
ALC with the help of DBN. The classical simulation
approach will be extended by the dynamic aspect of a BN, as
well as by a semantic linkage, to map the temporal
component in the process and to extract relevant KPIs. The
example discussed in this paper represents the simulation of
a CNC machine and its LCC over the ALC. The CNC
machine has been identified as the most critical asset in the
analysed asset park by the criticality assessment. In the
example shown in Fig. 6, sensor data from the asset
operations (motor rotation, electric current, oil pressure, oil
temperature, and main spindle speed) are linked with data
from the operation (output power, feed and operating hours)
and asset components (motor and cutting tool). An asset
failure consists of the combined inputs from sensor data,
operating data and asset data. In the simulation use-case for
example, the cutting tool, combined with the feed, the electric
current and the motor rotation represent combined an asset
failure. The failures are derived from the criticality
assessment (detailed CNC risk analysis). The modelling of
these failures is done with experts from the asset operator.
Two types of KPIs can be derived from these failures
namely from the:
• Operational phase
- Quality
TECHNICAL JOURNAL 15, 2(2021), 226-234
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•
-

Reliability
Availability
MTTR
Lost time injury rate (LTIR)
Resource consumption (RC)
Design phase
Motor power
Intended use
Efficiency.

The KPIs from the operational phase also reflect the
RAMS2. The results of the KPIs of the operational phase can
be used to optimise the ongoing asset usage by using the
identified measures for risk reduction. The results of the KPIs
of the design phase can be used in the next product iteration.
Once the KPIs of the operational phase have been optimised,
this will have an impact on the sensor and asset data of the
next time period. Based on the changed parameters, the
failure frequency occurrence and the potential extent of
damage also change in the following time period. This leads
to adjusted measures in the risk assessment. In the case of
different potential measures to optimise the KPIs of the
operational phase, the DT also helps to select the most
efficient measure, as it simulates the effects of the measures
and therefore provides a data-based decision-making tool.
The knowledge-based DT therefore represents a
continuously self-improving system.

Figure 6 DBN simulation of a CNC machine over the product life cycle

This happens in analogy by the improvement of the KPIs
of the design phase. These do not automatically have an
effect on the next period of the machine in operation, but they
significantly improve the machine data in the next product
generation. Those KPIs can be used in the next product
iteration, e.g. to adapt the asset to the real usage profiles, the
results of the sustainability analysis or the required engine
TEHNIČKI GLASNIK 15, 2(2021), 226-234

power. In combination the KPIs from the operational and the
design phase are used together to calculate the LCC. Their
continuous adjustment leads also to a decreasing asset index.
By optimising the operational KPIs in each time period, as
well as the KPIs from the design phase the LCC of the asset
can be reduced continuously by optimising the maintenance
strategy based on the results of the simulation. This
innovative approach enables knowledge representation, the
derivation of KPIs for each ALC-phase, the derivation of
product design recommendations and the calculation of lifecycle costs in a dynamic model. For the data exchange
required in this case, it is necessary that both the asset
operator and the asset manufacturer can access the DT at all
times. If this is the case, the model presented here makes it
possible to dynamically adjust various KPIs and furthermore
adapt the maintenance strategy over the product life cycle
and product iterations.
4

DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The result of the simulated knowledge-based DT using
DBN serves to prove the functionality of the combined use
of the RAMS2 toolbox and the DBN, which enable a
lifecycle-oriented asset optimisation by including
heterogeneous data sources. With the help of the
demonstrator, asset manufacturers and operators will be able
to achieve a use-case dependent reduction in maintenance
costs, an increase in asset availability, a reduction in LCC by
means of improved product development, a continuous
safeguarding of knowledge, as well as a simultaneous
reduction in CO2 emissions and an optimisation of decisionmaking with increasing transparency.
LCC has a great advantage for both asset manufacturers
and operators. By knowing the LCC, the asset manufacturer
can design the assets in a more targeted way to have lower
operating costs during the utilisation phase. The DT results
also enable the asset manufacturer to systematically improve
the next generation of the machine, considering the asset
operators' needs and production conditions (see Fig. 1
planning phase).
The advantages for the asset manufacturer regarding the
optimisation of machines in the planning phase for future
applications is evident. This enables the asset manufacturer
to become even more familiar with his customers and to react
to trends and changes in the markets of the customer group.
The difficulty here for the asset manufacturer is not to use the
data obtained to optimise a manufacturer's production
settings for a product but to convert this data into a product
development strategy from which all customer groups
benefit. The asset manufacturer can use the reduced LCC as
an argumentation basis towards the customer and build up
economic service concepts or new business models.
The DT provides an opportunity for a continuous
improvement of the assets and dynamic adaption of the
maintenance strategy in the operation phase for the asset
operator (see Fig. 1). After each optimisation of the KPIs
during the operation phase, the optimised parameters of the
asset operation, consisting of machine, operational and
sensor data, are available in the following time step. In the
231
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following validation cycle these parameters serve as input for
the next improvement of the operational KPIs. This
continuous improvement of the asset operators KPIs of the
operational phase in combination with the periodic
improvement of the asset manufacturers design phase KPIs
leads to a continuous reduction of the LCC. The asset
operator can use the optimised LCC to select and procure
assets and plan the total costs at an early stage. LCC can be
used to derive maintenance concepts and thus optimise
maintenance.
The knowledge-based DT clearly shows the advantages
of combining criticality analysis based on RAMS2 with a
DBN to continuously reduce the LCC and reduce the asset
index/risk potential of the critical assets. The presented
approach has the great advantage of representing a generic
method applied to almost any domain. The domain-specific
adaptation takes place using the expert knowledge of the
employees involved in the design of the DT. However, this
can also be seen as a limitation, as the approach can only be
automated to a limited extent. It still requires human
expertise to apply the criticality analyses and RAMS2 toolbox
and to model the DBN.
In future research, the end-of-life phase needs to be
studied in more detail. For the asset manufacturer in
particular, this represents a very large untapped potential
with recycling and after-use concepts. However, the asset
operator can also make further use of this phase, e.g. by
building up synergies with downstream users.
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